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Multi-Generational Hiring: Hiring Manager’s
Blueprint to Recruit and Hire Like a Pro
Attracting and hiring top talent across
generations in the age of AI.

Hiring Manager’s Interview Playbook
Game plan to interview candidates resulting in
quality hires, increased productivity and
profitability for your organization.

NextGen Performance Management
Future focused strategies to align your vision,
goals, results to empower and retain your people.

Future of Work: AI Transforming a Hybrid
Workforce
Benefits and disruption of AI and how it will
revolutionize the workplace, economy and lives.

Global Team Leadership
Innovative strategies to lead across time zones,
generations, cultures and in a hybrid workplace.

Workshops

Keynotes

Passionate, Authentic and Inspirational

Top 5 Reasons to Work With Toni

Create a competitive advantage with innovative strategies to lead a
global, multi-generational and hybrid workforce. Toni Navy teaches
audiences how to navigate in a new paradigm of leadership as we
manage the ever-changing workforce of the future.

Delivering inspirational and actionable live and virtual experiences,
Toni helps leaders overcome the challenges of managing teams
across time zones, generations, cultures, geography and the changing
skill sets it takes to stay productive and profitable.

High-Impact keynotes and workshops that help
companies lead a global, multi-generational and
hybrid workforce

FUTURE OF WORK 
Keynote Speaker

Future of Work: Trends, Strategies and

Transformation Leadership

Leading a Multi-Generational Workforce

Future-Focused Leadership

Creating a Thriving Hybrid Workforce

Future: Savvy Successful Women Lead 

WWW.TONINAVY.COM  707-858-0455

BOOK TONI FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT

Toni is a 3X recognized Silicon Valley Fortune 500 leader, a number
one best-selling author, and boasts over 25 years of experience in roles
including VP of Operations, Director of HR, and Executive Consultant
at notable companies such as Apple, HP, Western Digital, and Hitachi,
among others.

Who is Toni Navy

in

Engaging and Contagious Enthusiasm

Preparation and Data-Driven Content

Real World Experience and Storytelling

Practical and Actionable Takeaways


